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Policy costing  

Tax and regulate cannabis 

Person/party requesting the costing: Senator Richard Di Natale, Australian Greens 

Date costing completed: 19 April 2018 

Expiry date of the costing: Release of the next economic and fiscal outlook report. 

Status at time of request: Submitted outside the caretaker period 

☒ Confidential ☐ Not confidential 

Summary of proposal: 

This proposal would legalise the production and sale of recreational cannabis in Australia through a 
tightly regulated model, as follows. 

• A new agency, the Australian Cannabis Agency, would be established to oversee the legalisation 
and regulation of recreational cannabis.  The agency would act as the sole wholesaler between 
producers and retail outlets.   

• The agency would set the wholesale price for cannabis based initially on the Australian street price 
for cannabis.  The price would then fluctuate according to market forces. 

• The agency would be responsible for issuing production licences to cultivators and sale licences to 
private retail outlets. 

• Application fees for production licences would be set at $3,500 per application.  Annual fees for 
producers would vary based on the size of their plant canopies.  Tier 1 producers, whose plant 
canopies are 2,000 square feet or less, would be charged $1,750 per year.  Tier 2 producers, whose 
plant canopies are between 2,000 and 10,000 square feet, would be charged $2,000 per year.  
Tier 3 producers, whose plant canopies are over 10,000 square feet, would be charged 
$2,300 per year.  Application fees for retail licences would be set at $1,500 per application and 
annual fees for retail outlets would be set at $1,000 per year. 

• Sales of recreational cannabis would be restricted to individuals over 18 years of age with no 
restrictions on the amount individuals could purchase.   

• Sales of recreational cannabis to overseas visitors would be permitted. 

• Individuals would be permitted to grow up to six plants for personal use.  Imports of cannabis into 
Australia would remain illegal. 

• Sales of recreational cannabis would attract the Goods and Services Tax (GST) as well as an excise.   

• An excise rate of 25 per cent would apply on all GST-inclusive sales of recreational cannabis. 

• Penalties would apply for the sale of cannabis by retail outlets to individuals under 18 years of age 
at similar rates to the penalties for the sale of alcohol to individuals under 18 years of age. 

The proposal would have effect from 1 July 2019. 
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Costing overview 

This proposal would be expected to increase the fiscal balance by $3,582 million and increase the 
underlying cash balance by $3,382 million over the 2017-18 Budget forward estimates period.  On a 
fiscal balance basis, this impact reflects an increase in revenue of $4,611 million, offset by a net 
increase in expenses of $1,029 million.  

The proposal would have an ongoing impact that extends beyond the 2017-18 Budget forward 
estimates period.  The detailed financial implications of each option of the proposal over the period to 
2027-28 are provided at Attachment A. 

The departmental expenses of this costing include an increase in expenditure for establishing the 
Australian Cannabis Agency and for the Agency to regulate the recreational cannabis market under 
the proposal.   

As a result of the reduced requirement for cannabis law enforcement, the proposal would be 
expected to result in a decrease in departmental expenses for the Australian Federal Police (AFP).   

Departmental expenses for the Australian Taxation Office and the Department of Home Affairs to 
administer the proposed taxes on recreational cannabis sales are not expected to be material as it 
would be expected that these taxes could be administered through currently established systems and 
processes.  

The fiscal and underlying cash balances differ because of the difference between when tax revenue is 
recognised and when tax receipts are collected. 

There is a high level of uncertainty in this costing as there is limited information available to estimate 
the level of consumption of recreational cannabis or the market price.  There is also uncertainty 
around how consumption and price would change over the period to 2027-28 and any behavioural 
responses as a result of the proposal.  Assumptions are based on analysis of countries and states 
where legalisation of recreational cannabis has occurred, however the actual outcomes may differ 
significantly due to differences in policy specifications and market characteristics between Australia 
and overseas.  The costing estimates could vary significantly with changes in the assumptions. 

Table 1: Tax and regulate cannabis – Financial implications ($m)(a)(b) 

 2017–18 2018–19 2019–20 2020–21 Total to 
2020–21 

Fiscal balance - -22 1,842 1,761 3,582 

Underlying cash balance - -22 1,652 1,771 3,382 

(a) A positive number represents an increase in the relevant budget balance; a negative number represents a 
decrease. 

(b) Figures may not sum to totals due to rounding. 
- Indicates nil. 

Key assumptions 

The Parliamentary Budget Office has made the following assumptions. 

• A proportion of the Australian adult population currently consumes recreational cannabis on a 
regular basis. 

• The average recreational cannabis consumer purchases three grams per week. 
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• The legalisation of cannabis would result in increased demand over the period to 2027-28. 

• The total sales of recreational cannabis would grow each year based on the sales history of 
recreational cannabis in jurisdictions that have legalised recreational cannabis. 

• The price of recreational cannabis and the profit margin of producers would decline over the 
period to 2027-28 as supply increases as a result of the proposal. 

• An assumption has been made with regard to the average cost of producing cannabis in Australia 
based on data from Canada and the United States. 

• The cost of producing cannabis in Australia would grow with the Consumer Price Index (CPI). 

• The profit margins of producers and retailers of recreational cannabis are based on the tobacco 
industry. 

• Producers would cover the costs of manufacturing, packaging and shipping of recreational 
cannabis products. 

• Sales of recreational cannabis to overseas visitors would account for around 10 per cent of total 
sales. 

• The proposal would be legislated and receive royal assent to give enough time for producers to 
cultivate cannabis plants. 

• The average harvest per square foot of cannabis plant canopy would be 50 grams. 

• An assumption has been made with regard to the share of total production capacity among Tier 1, 
Tier 2 and Tier 3 producers. 

• The number of production licences issued would grow over time as more suppliers enter the 
market. 

• The number of retail sales licences issued would grow over time with increased demand for 
recreational cannabis. 

• The financial implications related to the consumption of cannabis plants for purposes other than 
recreational use would not be material. 

• Legalising cannabis would have no impact on alcohol and tobacco excise revenue. 

• Departmental expense estimates for the Australian Cannabis Agency are based on budgets of 
agencies with similar regulatory functions. 

• The AFP would re-allocate a proportion of the resources currently directed at cannabis law 
enforcement to strengthen the law enforcement of other illicit substances. 

• No tax is currently being paid on the income derived from the illegal trading of cannabis. 

• Penalties for the sale of cannabis to individuals under 18 years of age would be administered by 
state governments. 

Methodology 

The magnitude of the annual sales of cannabis under the proposal was calculated by multiplying the 
expected number of cannabis users per year by the estimated average amount consumed per year.  
This amount was then forecast and projected to 2027-28, including adjustments for behavioural 
responses identified above.   
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The initial wholesale price set by the agency was calculated based on the current street price of 
recreational cannabis and the proposed excise rate. 

The GST impact was calculated by applying the GST rate to the estimated total pre-tax sales of 
recreational cannabis.   

The financial impact of the proposed cannabis excise was estimated by applying the excise rate of  
25 per cent to the estimated total GST-inclusive retail sales. 

The company tax impact was calculated by applying the relevant company tax rate to the estimated 
total net profits of producers and retailers.  

The number of applications for cannabis production licences was estimated by comparing the 
expected demand for recreational cannabis with the expected yield of cannabis plantations. 

Departmental expense estimates for the AFP are based on the AFP’s current budget for illicit drug law 
enforcement and the proportion of all illicit drug arrests related to cannabis.   

The costing has taken into account the timing of tax collections. 

Excise, GST and company tax estimates have been rounded to the nearest $10 million. 

Departmental fees, expenses and savings estimates have been rounded to the nearest $1 million. 

Data sources 
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 – Tax and regulate cannabis – financial implications Attachment A

Table A1: Tax and regulate cannabis – Fiscal balance ($m)(a)(b) 

 2017– 
18 

2018– 
19 

2019– 
20 

2020– 
21 

2021– 
22 

2022– 
23 

2023– 
24 

2024– 
25 

2025– 
26 

2026– 
27 

2027– 
28 

Total to 
2020–21 

Total to 
2027–28 

Revenue              

Cannabis excise - - 1,360 1,370 1,350 1,320 1,290 1,370 1,520 1,610 1,730 2,730 12,920 

Company tax - - 450 400 350 300 210 210 230 230 250 850 2,630 

GST - - 490 490 480 490 470 500 560 590 620 990 4,700 

Australian Cannabis Agency - 22 9 10 10 10 11 11 12 12 13 41 120 

Total – revenue - 22 2,309 2,270 2,190 2,120 1,981 2,091 2,322 2,442 2,613 4,611 20,370 

Expenses              

Administered              

GST to states - - -450 -490 -480 -490 -470 -490 -560 -590 -620 -950 -4,650 

Total – administered - - -450 -490 -480 -490 -470 -490 -560 -590 -620 -950 -4,650 

Departmental              

Australian Cannabis Agency - -44 -44 -44 -44 -44 -45 -45 -45 -45 -46 -131 -446 

AFP - - 27 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 52 227 

Total – departmental - -44 -17 -19 -19 -19 -20 -20 -20 -20 -21 -79 -219 

Total – expenses - -44 -467 -509 -499 -509 -490 -510 -580 -610 -641 -1,029 -4,869 

Total  - -22 1,842 1,761 1,691 1,611 1,491 1,581 1,742 1,832 1,972 3,582 15,501 

(a) A positive number for the fiscal balance indicates an increase in revenue or a decrease in expenses or net capital investment in accrual terms.  A 

negative number for the fiscal balance indicates a decrease in revenue or an increase in expenses or net capital investment in accrual terms.   

(b) Figures may not sum to totals due to rounding. 

- Indicates nil. 
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Table A2: Tax and regulate cannabis – Underlying cash balance ($m)(a)(b) 

 2017– 
18 

2018– 
19 

2019– 
20 

2020– 
21 

2021– 
22 

2022– 
23 

2023– 
24 

2024– 
25 

2025– 
26 

2026– 
27 

2027– 
28 

Total to 
2020–21 

Total to 
2027–28 

Receipts              

Cannabis excise - - 1,250 1,370 1,360 1,320 1,290 1,360 1,510 1,600 1,720 2,610 12,780 

Company tax - - 410 410 360 300 220 210 230 230 250 810 2,610 

GST - - 450 490 480 490 470 490 560 590 620 950 4,650 

Australian Cannabis Agency - 22 9 10 10 10 11 11 12 12 13 41 120 

Total – receipts - 22 2,119 2,280 2,210 2,120 1,991 2,071 2,312 2,432 2,603 4,411 20,160 

Payments              

Administered              

GST to states - - -450 -490 -480 -490 -470 -490 -560 -590 -620 -950 -4,650 

Total – administered - - -450 -490 -480 -490 -470 -490 -560 -590 -620 -950 -4,650 

Departmental              

Australian Cannabis Agency - -44 -44 -44 -44 -44 -45 -45 -45 -45 -46 -131 -446 

AFP - - 27 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 52 227 

Total – departmental - -44 -17 -19 -19 -19 -20 -20 -20 -20 -21 -79 -219 

Total – payments - -44 -467 -509 -499 -509 -490 -510 -580 -610 -641 -1,029 -4,869 

Total - -22 1,652 1,771 1,711 1,611 1,501 1,561 1,732 1,822 1,962 3,382 15,291 

(a) A positive number for the underlying cash balance indicates an increase in receipts or a decrease in payments or net capital investment in cash 

terms.  A negative number for the underlying cash balance indicates a decrease in receipts or an increase in payments or net capital investment in 

cash terms.   

(b) Figures may not sum to totals due to rounding. 

- Indicates nil.  
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